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WHAT IS THE
LEADERSHIP EDGE?
What is the Leadership Edge?
To successfully lead an organization, EMS professionals must master what can seem like
an overwhelming number of topics: healthcare financing, municipal budgets, interpersonal
communication, legal and compliance issues—just to name a few. Many are still expected
to excel in their clinical knowledge as well, staying abreast of the latest research and
evidence.

GREG FRIESE
Editor-in-Chief
EMS1.com

In your EMS career, it’s never too early to start looking toward the future, and never too
late to learn new ways of examining old problems. As EMS1 editor-in-chief, I continue my
education every day by reading contributions from some of the best and brightest in the
industry, including the authors in the following pages.
It’s not a coincidence that this year’s collection of Leadership Edge columns, from the
experienced team at Fitch & Associates, ends with an article about the value of education
for EMS leaders. Because whether you’re in your first day on the street with aspirations
of climbing the ranks, or you’ve already reached the top rung of the ladder, continuous
learning is vital to your success—and perhaps more important, to the success of your
organization and its members as they strive to care for the people and communities you
serve.

For more than three decades, the Fitch & Associates team of consultants has provided customized solutions to the
complex challenges faced by public safety organizations of all types and sizes. From system design and competitive
procurements to technology upgrades and comprehensive consulting services, Fitch & Associates helps
communities ensure their emergency services are both effective and sustainable. For ideas to help your agency
improve performance in the face of rising costs, call 888-431-2600 or visit www.fitchassoc.com.
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6 STEPS FOR EMS LEADERS TO BETTER ENGAGE MILLENNIALS
Engaging millennials is about more than simply welcoming a new generation to the workplace;
it’s about accepting a seismic shift in how we view careers, technology and innovation
Our profession has become preoccupied with millennials
over the last few years. The number of magazine articles,
conferences, books and blog posts dedicated to this
generation’s involvement in EMS has reached epic
proportions.
Who are millennials, and why have they become such an important demographic for
EMS? While there is some disagreement about the precise date range, it’s generally
accepted that millennials include those born between 1982 and 2004.
BY JAY FITCH, PH.D.

Millennials are more than a new generation. They represent a seismic shift in the ways
people look at careers, technology and innovation. While public safety agencies have
made some cultural concessions in the last five decades, the EMS profession has
been able to move steadily forward through previous generations without significant
disruption.
The prevalence of millennials in the workplace brings with it cultural changes that EMS
agencies that wish to remain viable and important can’t ignore or avoid. While it’s
easy to project the frustration and anxiety associated with these cultural shifts onto
millennials, they’re not to blame.

SIGNIFICANCE OF MILLENNIALS IN THE EMS WORKFORCE
Millennials don’t know what life was like before the rapid advancements in technology
and information of the last two decades. To them, this is the way the world has always
been. Leaders are preoccupied with millennials not just because they represent the
largest segment of our workforce, but also because of what their arrival signifies.
EMS agencies are struggling to find their place in a world where:
Millennials aren’t beholden to tradition.
This doesn’t mean that millennials don’t appreciate or value tradition. But they do not
feel an obligation to support an idea or behavior just because “that’s the way we’ve
always done it.”
Millennials don’t feel shackled by location.
For centuries, people’s vocations dictated where they and their families lived. Farmers
needed to be close to their crops, assembly-line workers to the factory and office
workers near their cubicles. That’s all changed. Caregivers now commute great distances
to work with an agency of their choosing and live elsewhere.
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Millennials don’t define community by proximity.

opportunities for them to make decisions that affect how serving

For thousands of years, community was something that was

the community is accomplished.

about physical presence. It has always been about people living
and working in proximity with each other — our squad serves our

It’s easy to appoint people to committees in EMS organizations

local community.

and force them to conform to leadership’s will. Be aware of this
tendency and make sure it doesn’t happen.

Today, looser definitions are applied as the internet, social
media and other technology advances unravel the definition of

Don’t be too quick to dismiss out-of-the-box thinking. When

community we’ve always embraced. EMS leaders can sit back

empowered and listened to, the millennials in your agency will

and demand that community is defined in the ways we’ve always

give you real insight into the thinking of an entire generation.

defined it, but it won’t change anything. We still must struggle
through the implications of these changes.

Step 2: Intentionally develop millennials into future leaders.
You also want to identify and develop millennials as leaders.
We’ve allowed EMS to get into the habit of sequestering

The prevalence of millennials in the
workplace brings with it cultural changes
that EMS agencies that wish to remain viable
and important can’t ignore or avoid.

younger caregivers and supervisors away from top leadership.
Perhaps it’s time to think of our younger caregivers as valuable
members of the team and future leaders who need to feel a
sense of responsibility and investment in the life of the agency.
Step 3: Reach out to millennials in the community.

Millennials don’t see education as a gatekeeper.

One of the best ways to recruit and engage the workforce

It’s ironic that the millennial generation is one of the most

is to be a force for good in the community through a variety

educated generations in history because they’re developing an

of different mechanisms. Be creative. Millennial members of

entirely different view of learning.

your organization are passionate about giving their time and
resources to social causes. According to the Millennial Impact

As technology advances and the kinds of skills needed

Report, 84 percent of millennials made charitable donations in

to perform different jobs increase, millennials place more

2014, and 70 percent reported doing volunteer work.

significance on an education that cultivates expertise rather than
one that merely chocks up qualifications on paper. Our initial and
continuing education activities need to reflect this dimension.

One of the best ways to recruit and
engage the workforce is to be a force for
good in the community through a variety
of different mechanisms.

HOW TO ENGAGE MILLENNIALS
So given these facts, how do EMS leaders reach out and engage
millennials? Here are some suggestions.
Step 1: Empower your millennials.

Millennials in the community will enthusiastically partner with

The first order of business is to put your millennial members into

EMS organizations if they feel that their work actually does

areas of leadership. And I don’t mean that they should just be

some good. For agencies passionate about doing good for their

made field training officers or special event coordinators. They

communities, this is a wonderful way to build relationships with

need to be put in positions where they can have actual influence

a generation whose members tend to be cynical about public

over the decisions that are made on behalf of the organization.

safety.

Perhaps more difficult than simply putting them in positions of
authority, EMS agencies need to give them a lot of room to lead

Millennials are “a primed generation willing and wanting to do

and grow. They’re going to come up with ideas and perspectives

good action into causes and issues they care about,” said Derrick

that are outside the norm, and that’s why they’re there. You

Feldmann, founder of Achieve, a data-driven organization that

need to listen to them, discover how they think and provide

researches millennials and social good. “Millennials are very
excited ... to do something good for the cause.”
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Step 4: Invite millennials to gather, learn in EMS facilities.

None of these steps are easy or intuitive for baby boomer

Your agency’s buildings are some of the most important assets

or Generation X leaders. Once you begin to empower the

your organization has. The more they can be used to become

millennials among you and respond to these transitions, you’ll

an important center for community gatherings and meetings,

discover that reaching and recruiting this generation is easier

the better the organization can build relationships that extend

than you imagine.

beyond any particular generation and touch every facet of the
community.

Allowing people in the community to use
your buildings and other resources helps
solidify the impression that your agency is
an organization that exists for their benefit.
It isn’t a concession or a compromise to use your facilities and
resources in ways that benefit the community, but don’t provide
a direct and measurable advantage to the organization. Many
services have built incredible relationships with millennials by
opening their doors for events like CPR training, neighborhood
watch meetings and other community-centered activities.
Allowing people in the community to use your buildings and
other resources helps solidify the impression that your agency is
an organization that exists for their benefit.
Step 5: Rethink your technology and give social media its
due.
There’s a lot of discussion about social media and how it can
help positively promote your agency — and it’s all true. Through
“likes” and sharing, content published on your Facebook page is
promoted to the wider social circles of your community.
When you explain to members of your organization that their
interaction with your Facebook page is a form of outreach, you
can build a strategy around sharing your culture with people
who might be open to learning more. So many EMS agencies
neglect to take advantage of Facebook and other social media
platforms, and they’re missing out on an incredible opportunity.
Once you invite and engage with your personnel, policymakers
and vendors to be part of your Facebook page, they can invite
their friends and family. It’s free, organically grown promotion.
Step 6: Make room for millennials to succeed.
To position your agency for future success, you’ll need to
make room for millennials. This becomes a lot easier when
you recognize that the differences in this generation represent
cultural changes.
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BASIC DEPLOYMENT METRICS EMS LEADERS SHOULD KNOW
In order to efficiently and effectively run an EMS system, leaders need to
understand indicators of their organization’s health
Deployment metrics enable EMS administrators to
demonstrate the productivity of their agency, show a return
on investment and effectively use resources. Since many new
EMS leaders lack familiarity with deployment metrics, they
may struggle with meeting budget goals and contractual
obligations, jeopardizing the stability of the agency.

Equipping new EMS leaders with an understanding of deployment metrics will prepare
them to maintain a stable budget while keeping up with dynamic customer demands.
BY TODD SHERIDAN

Deployment metrics assess how well a system is performing in terms of supply and
demand. Demand is volume — the number of requests for service, and the number of
actual transports. Supply, most simply, is the number of ambulance units in service.
Charts can help you tell a story or pitch a solution, especially to stakeholders within the
department and community. For example, a graph that compares supply and demand —
deployment and volume — conveys a simple, powerful message.
However, units that are not deployed effectively will not meet demand. A more useful
measure of system performance is response time compliance or the percentage of
responses that meet a time to arrival on-scene goal. Timely and accurate dispatch data is
critical to deriving useful numbers to calculate response time compliance.
Volume and response time compliance can, and should, be measured daily to allow
leaders to make immediate adjustments for overall performance improvement. Monthly
and annual reports can reveal trends and inform strategic decisions and budgeting.

UNDERSTAND COST OF DOING BUSINESS
In addition to managing system performance, EMS leaders must understand the cost of
doing business to successfully manage an agency budget and make strategic decisions.
Unit hour cost, or burn rate, is an easily calculated measure of the cost of doing business.
It is calculated by dividing total unit hours1 by total operating expense. Analyze unit hour
cost monthly to compare current costs against your annual budgeted unit hour cost.
Once you calculate the unit hour cost, you can determine how many transports each unit
needs to perform during a shift to support the organization’s operating margin, which is
net revenue minus the total expense.
To calculate the number of transports each unit will need to perform, multiply the unit
hour cost by the length of the shift to determine the cost of that shift. Divide that cost
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by the average amount of revenue collected per transport to

staffing and deployment adjustments to meet response time

determine how many transports are required for that unit to

compliance and prevent employee fatigue and burnout.

cover its own cost. The agency operating margin will determine
how many additional transports may be needed.

EMS providers who take on leadership roles usually face a
very short runway to develop crucial new skills in resource
management. Often, little from their career up to that point

By setting a target operating margin, and
predicting volume, it is then possible to
determine the supply of units needed to meet
system needs while remaining financially stable.

has prepared them for this new responsibility. It is important to
demystify this skill set as early as possible. Frequent discussion
and review of agency deployment metrics can empower street
level supervisors and even frontline employees to make decisions
that support system success.

Calculating unit hour cost also allows an agency to budget

[1] Total unit hours are calculated by adding together the hours

using predicted volume, based on historical trends. Divide the

that each unit is in service. For example, if during a 24-hour

estimated total number of annual transports by budgeted annual

period you have 4 ambulances in service the entire time, and

unit hours to arrive at the target unit hour utilization (UHU). For

another 3 in service for 12-hour shifts during the day, the total

example, if during the calculation you determined that your

unit hours for that 24-hour time is 132 ((24*4)+ (12*3)).

agency needed to conduct 3,000 transports during the year, and
you were budgeted to have 10,000 total unit hours, then you
have a target UHU of 0.3 (3,000/10,000).
An agency can then use this value to estimate profit or loss,
based on unit hour cost. By setting a target operating margin,
and predicting volume, it is then possible to determine the
supply of units needed to meet system needs while remaining
financially stable. UHU can be monitored frequently to determine
how daily performance impacts budget goals. Assigning a dollar
value for each transport to the UHU (by dividing the target
UHU by the cost per unit hour) can enable leaders to precisely
measure system performance. This is critical, as it enables a very
tight feedback loop; staffing and deployment patterns then can
be adjusted quickly to match dynamic system requirements.

Frequent discussion and review of agency
deployment metrics can empower street level
supervisors and even frontline employees to
make decisions that support system success.
Low UHU calls for adjustments in order to keep the agency
financially stable — revisit staffing levels, evaluate the
deployment plan and consider other sources of missed revenue
opportunities, such as referrals to other agencies when your
agency has units available. However, high UHU may also require
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4 WAYS TO MANAGE A THRIVING VOLUNTEER EMS ORGANIZATION
Research into non-profit and public sector organizations can help leaders of
volunteer and combined EMS departments understand their members’ motivations
Volunteer EMS and fire agencies throughout the United
States have increasingly turned to paid or paid-on-call staff to
supplement volunteer staffing. This has created an us-versusthem situation that interferes with the delivery of high-value
emergency services.

Sarah Jane Rehnborg, Ph.D., of the RGK Center for Philanthropy and Community
Service at the University of Texas at Austin, studied active non-profit and public sector
organization executives to learn what works for volunteer effectiveness. Her findings
BY MICHAEL WARD, MGA

provide a framework for smart utilization of caregivers within an emergency service
system staffed by a combination of paid and volunteer members.1

1. RESET YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS AND EXPECTATIONS
The building blocks of EMS include individuals that donated time, resources and talent
to create community life-saving squads and an influx of federal grant money and
bureaucracy in the 1970s focused on car crashes and cardiac arrests.2
The challenge is the community expectations of EMS have changed. Most ambulance
responses do not require significant medical intervention. EMS responds to many more
behavioral health and overdose incidents than in years past.
At the same time, ambulances often must transport patients to hospitals far outside their
local response areas, both because of an increase in allowing patients to choose their
destination as well as the creation of specialty medical centers, for trauma, STEMI and
stroke. Caregivers are resistant to having the only staffed ambulance in their community
taking a transport to a hospital that places that ambulance out of the response district
for hours.
Many communities with mostly volunteer EMS are not well served by commercial
ambulance organizations providing scheduled transports. There are few options in
getting a loved one moved out of the hospital or to a medical facility for scheduled
appointment. About a third of patients receiving long-term care weigh 350 pounds or
more, making the need for ambulance transport services that much greater.3
The community life-saving squad should consider being the resource where their
community goes to get medical transportation for all sorts of situations. This moves the
squad beyond 911 responses and offers additional opportunities for services that can
improve community health and resilience.
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2. INVOLVE ALL MEMBERS IN THIS RESET

There are task assignments, such as chart review, inventory,

When volunteer community EMS agencies hire caregivers from

vehicle/equipment maintenance, training and state compliance,

outside the organization, the squad often isolates them from the

that may be different for each type of caregiver within the

planning and decision-making processes of the organization.

squad. Requiring a qualified CPA who volunteers to help with

Treating part-time paid EMS caregivers like teenagers working

the agency’s finances to achieve EMR certification first is not an

at a fast-food restaurant is corrosive. It amplifies the us-versus-

effective use of that volunteer’s time and talents.

them conflicts and denies the squad the full value of experienced
Virginia Beach Rescue Squad takes a different approach, offering

caregivers.

five membership categories. Only the patient care/operational

3. CONSIDER DIFFERENT TITLES FOR CAREGIVERS

category requires certification. The other four do not require a

Nonprofit and public sector organizations establish different

clinical EMS certification to join. The categories are:

job titles and descriptions for employees and volunteers. This
1. Patient care/operational

could be used by an EMS organization to reflect the squad’s
expectations of the role and tasks of each type of

2. Special response team

caregiver.4

3. Marine rescue team
Our challenge is that clinical certification has been the de-facto

4. Search and rescue team

job description in emergency service, regardless of pay status.

5. Support member

Personnel are defined by their EMS credential, regardless of their
tasks within the organization.

THE VOLUNTEER INVOLVEMENT FRAMEWORK™
CONNECTION TO SERVICE
Affiliation Focus

TIME FOR SERVICE

Episodic

Long-term

Skill Focus
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Rehnborg’s research shows people volunteer for two reasons:

Job design: Position descriptions with clearly outlined duties

affiliation or skill. In “Strategic Volunteer Engagement: A Guide

and definitions of how success is measured.

for Nonprofit and Public Sector Leaders,” she developed “The
Volunteer Involvement Framework,” which helps managers of

Onboarding: Detailed orientation to the organization and the

volunteers assess an individual’s engagement and link with the

role the volunteers will provide. Opportunity to have a “meet

organizational goals.

and greet” with other volunteers and, if appropriate, mentors
to welcome them and provide the information they need to

The framework looks at two different types of connection

succeed.

to service. The “affiliation-oriented” person gravitates to a
service-opportunity to associate with either the purpose of the

Learning and development: Ongoing training and professional

organization or with the group or network of people engaged

development opportunities that are linked to advancement

in the service. For this volunteer, the orientation to the type of

within the organization.

service, or the friends or colleagues with whom they will serve, is
of greater significance then the type of work being done.

Culture of appreciation: Ongoing recognition is key to retaining
volunteer caregivers and support staff. Combining both formal
and informal methods of recognition creates a culture of

Our challenge is that clinical certification has
been the de-facto job description in emergency
service, regardless of pay status.

appreciation where members feel respected and valued for their
contributions and have a deeper sense of connection with the
organization and the mission.5
Volunteers want choice, control, good customer service,

The second connection is a “skill-oriented” person who is more

supervision, clear job descriptions, recognition, training and

likely to express an interest in or a connection with the type

perks. They want to feel that they are appreciated.6

of work performed. This person views the skills that he or she
brings as paramount and wants to offer this specialized expertise

Engaging caregivers in resetting the organizational goals and

to the organization.

expectations can focus attention on what is important now and
in the near-future. Establishing different titles with detailed job

The rows in the framework indicate how much time a volunteer

descriptions will provide the framework of relationships between

has or wants to commit to the organization. “Episodic” may

caregivers.

mean a one-time commitment for a specific task or project, or
potentially a commitment that occurs periodically over time, such

Utilizing the four best practices to create a meaningful

as helping every spring with a specific fundraising activity. “Long-

experience will allow a combination organization to thrive.

term” volunteers can commit to regular, on-going service to the
organization.
This framework can facilitate the creation of job descriptions that
are accurate, measurable and match the EMS agency’s goals and
expectations while addressing the affiliation versus skill interest
of potential volunteers.

4. MAKING A MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCE
Non-profit and public sector organizations recommend these
four best practices to create a meaningful experience and retain
great people.

1. Rehnborg, Sarah Jane (2009 May) Strategic Volunteer Engagement: A Guide for Nonprofit
and Public Sector Leaders. Austin, TX: RGK Center for Philanthropy & Community Service
http://www.volunteeralive.org/docs/Strategic%20Volunteer%20Engagement.pdf
2. Post, Carl J. (2002) Omaha Orange: A Popular History of EMS in America, 2nd edition.
Jones and Bartlett.
3. Kerr, Helen (2008) “Today’s bariatric trends.” iAdvance Senior Care. http://www.
iadvanceseniorcare.com/article/todays-bariatric-trends
4. Ellis, Susan J. (2010) From The Top Down: The Executive Role in Successful Volunteer
Involvement. 3rd edition. Philadelphia: Energize Inc. www.energize.com
5. Rosenthal, Robert J. (ed) (2015) Volunteer Engagement 2.0: Ideas and insights changing the
world. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons.
6. The Volunteer Management Handbook: Leadership Strategies for Success (2011). Wiley.
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7 EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION STEPS FOR EMS LEADERS
Whether implementing a major initiative or making small policy shifts, two-way
communication with every level of the organization is critical
“Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the
past or present are certain to miss the future.”

President John F. Kennedy spoke these words in 1963, but they are as appropriate for
the world we live in today as they were then. They ring especially true for those of us
working in health care, and more specifically prehospital care. To survive the fast-paced
world of EMS, we must have the ability not only to adapt to change, but to embrace it.
We must also learn to be good stewards of diminishing resources to move organizations
toward the future.
BY CHIP SOVICK, MS

But progressive change is not easy, and it requires that leaders prepare their teams by
relaying a clear understanding of the future vision of the organization. This vision must
be clearly defined and relayed to the team via a well thought-out process that includes
multiple opportunities for members of the organization — whether they are volunteers
or employees, clinical or administrative staff — to ask questions and provide input. Once
members of the organization fully grasp the vision and plan to achieve that vision, they
can work together more efficiently and effectively to implement it.
All major changes in an EMS organization — from downsizing to shifting schedules
to changing deployment strategies — require the same thoughtful approach to
implementing a plan and communicating about it as well. The following steps should be
included when announcing and executing any significant changes.

1. START WITH A DETAILED WRITTEN PLAN
Begin with a clearly written plan to communicate the vision and reason for change. The
plan should detail the various audiences you need to address, the specific messages for
those defined groups or individuals and a timeline for all communications. The messages
should outline the need for change and how it can positively impact the organization and
the workplace moving forward.

2. POSITIVE, REGULAR COMMUNICATION
Engage team members on a daily basis in casual conversation to reinforce the message
and build trust. This will also allow you to get feedback from the team to allow you to
adjust the message as needed. It is vital that these conversations remain upbeat to instill
confidence that the impending change will be both positive and productive.

3. TRANSPARENCY REDUCES CHANGE ANXIETY
Being transparent and honest with team members at all times is critical as a leader —
especially during a period of major change. They must have the opportunity to ask
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questions and get them answered to better understand the

reinforce to the caregivers and other staff that the organization

vision and reduce their anxiety related to the change process.

was stable and the decision to downsize would ensure long-term
survivability.

4. ASK FOR AND ANSWER QUESTIONS
Frequent communication with team members allows you to

Following the communication steps outlined above assisted

reinforce your message in multiple formats to both repeat

us in explaining to team members why we made our decision.

the message and ensure it is understood at all levels of the

Ultimately, the team embraced the need to right-size and quickly

organization. Furthermore, it allows more opportunity for

led them to understand that the organization is much healthier

feedback and opportunity to answer questions if done correctly.

as a result.
This approach to communicating change can be used on a

The importance of a consistent message
cannot be understated.

smaller scale as well. While the plan and execution of the
communications may be less formalized, mid-level managers
and field supervisors should consider these same steps
when communicating changes to their teams, from new shift

5. CONSISTENCY IMPROVES BUY-IN

assignments to updated medical protocols.

The importance of a consistent message cannot be understated.
A common message needs to be consistent among all levels

When implementing changes, talk to your team — even if the

of the organization to gain the buy-in needed to successfully

conversations are challenging, you will be glad you did. In the

implement change.

long-run, communication about decisions builds a more cohesive
working group and leads to higher satisfaction among members

6. OVER-COMMUNICATE CHANGE MESSAGES
Repeat the message to every member of the team whenever you
have the opportunity. It is nearly impossible to over-communicate
a message of change.

7. MAKE ADJUSTMENTS
Be flexible and listen to feedback from your team. They will let
you know how you need to adjust your message to improve
communication of leadership’s vision. If what you’re doing isn’t
working, consider why — is it the message itself? Or how it’s
being delivered?

Leadership needed to reinforce to the
caregivers and other staff that the organization
was stable and the decision to downsize would
ensure long-term survivability.
PLAN IS ADAPTABLE
In one organization we work with, leaders decided to implement
a workforce reduction plan to more closely align resources with
a decreasing number of transports. We knew that a decision of
this magnitude would raise serious concerns among employees
throughout the entire organization. Leadership needed to

of the organization.
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HOW STRATEGIC REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS INCREASE EMS EFFICIENCY
Forming a partnership with other EMS organizations in your region can improve the bottom
line and provide better service to the community
Consolidations, mergers and acquisitions continue to
hold value in today’s complex health care marketplace,
often delivering favorable economies of scale, increased
operational efficacy and improved financial results.
At the same time, they usually result in a loss of identity and control for some of the
parties involved – and no chief, CEO or board of directors happily cedes authority to
another organization’s leadership. But there are ways EMS agencies and other medical
transportation services can achieve similar benefits, maintain independence and provide
a high level of service in the face of limited resources or increasing competition.
BY CHRISTINE ZALAR, MA

EMS organizations may elect to avoid complex relationships with other entities because
of a strong desire to remain independent or because their legal structures, such as
local or county government ownership, create a barrier to considering a merger or
consolidation. While the competitive environment can be a catalyst for improving
performance, the thought of formally engaging with a competitor or a neighboring
service can cause great pause. For these providers, maximizing alignment without
relinquishing ownership may be attractive.
A Strategic Regional Organization is a business relationship that allows organizations
to find sustainability and enhance performance, while retaining ownership interests.
Finding the right organizations to align with is the key to success, as is ensuring that the
partnerships will improve financial performance through economies of scale.
Health care systems have engaged in multiple types of business relationships to expand
their regional services and networks – including SRO strategies. The SRO has provided
an effective option for public hospitals that otherwise are unable to merge or be
purchased by a competitor.

EMS SRO BENEFITS AND MOTIVATORS
The EMS Strategic Regional Organization can add substantial value through fostering
interdependence and sustainability while still allowing organizations to enjoy autonomy.
Some key motivators for developing an EMS Strategic Regional Organization include:
• Improving operational effectiveness.
• Implementing strategic cost reductions.
• Creating a larger geographic area for services by developing a regional marketplace.
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The economic realities of low volume and revenue recovery
combined with high fixed costs can make providing adequate
EMS service, especially in rural areas, challenging; quite simply,
it’s a math problem.
For urban EMS providers, it may be a different type of math
problem, especially for agencies dependent on increasingly
strained municipal funding. In each case, leveraging fixed costs
while maintaining independence is worth exploring.

To be successful, EMS organizations considering
the Strategic Regional Organization model
must assess their cultures to assure alignment
and compatibility, build a foundation of mutual
respect and trust and clearly define governance
and control in areas that will be integrated in the
business relationship.

FORMING AN EMS SRO

Transparency with employees and customers, including initial

The formation of an SRO begins with two or more EMS

and ongoing communication internally and externally as well as

organizations identifying a shared vision of operational and

measuring and reporting performance, needs to be prioritized.

financial goals. The driving force behind the relationship might

Finally, employee engagement in the transition plan objectives

not be the organization’s financial or operational strength, but

and milestones will go a long way toward building a successful

each agency’s desire to improve. Typically, the organizations

SRO.

begin by conducting a methodical assessment of how economies
of scale can be achieved, perhaps by sharing resources or

Just as important, early discussions between parties must

eliminating redundancy.

address how to dissolve the SRO if necessary. There may be
“friendly” reasons to separate all or certain aspects of the EMS
SRO, so the forward planning need not carry a negative tone.

A Strategic Regional Organization is a business
relationship that allows organizations to find
sustainability and enhance performance, while
retaining ownership interests.

Forming an SRO can feel like a significant risk for leaders of
EMS entities who are accustomed to managing all operations
internally and adhering to strict boundaries, both geographic
and operational. But for today’s EMS agencies, whether they are
public or private, for-profit or non-profit, collaboration may be
the most effective way to become sustainable and to achieve

Often, EMS SROs initially involve finding efficiencies in the

their most important goal of providing the best service to their

provision of support services: shared communications centers,

patients.

vehicle maintenance shops or training facilities; centralized
purchasing of operating equipment or supplies; or unified
patient billing and collection services. EMS agencies and the
communities they serve often do not see these functions as
critical to the identity of the organization, making collaboration
in these areas easier. As deeper SRO relationships are explored,
integrating unit deployment strategies to support expanded
geographic coverage or peak demand periods can directly
contribute to operational effectiveness.
To be successful, EMS organizations considering the Strategic
Regional Organization model must assess their cultures to
assure alignment and compatibility, build a foundation of mutual
respect and trust and clearly define governance and control
in areas that will be integrated in the business relationship.
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5 CHANGES TO HEALTH CARE AND HOW THEY IMPACT EMS
EMS leaders need to focus on continually improving quality, efficiency and innovation to add
value as health care undergoes dramatic changes
Health care policy seems to be in constant change with little
clarity on where it is headed.
Several policy changes being considered in Washington, from repeal of Obamacare to
other, less publicized proposals could have an impact on EMS and how we care for our
patients and run our businesses.
Here are five health care-related policy changes that EMS leaders need to be planning
for.

BY ROXANNE SHANKS, MBA

1. ACA REPEAL AND REPLACEMENT
You can’t look at any news media and not see an article on the status of Congress
effort’s to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act. The ACA promised too much.
It expanded coverage to millions, which it was intended to do, but also had other
consequences.
The law required health plans to cover things they didn’t cover before the ACA, and the
ultimate result was increased costs and high-deductible plans. Insurers needed younger
patients to sign up to balance out the high-risk patients, but the ACA penalty for not
signing up was not robust enough to force people to purchase insurance.
As I write this, the House of Representatives has passed its version of the replacement
bill, the American Health Care Act. The key elements of the AHCA are the repeal of ACA
taxes and reforms to the individual market and Medicaid financing. Now the Senate is
drafting its version of the bill, with many in Washington still unsure whether lawmakers
can reach a compromise that can pass both houses.
With the uncertainty surrounding these policy changes, EMS leaders must be aware of
the current political climate and take the following steps:
Anticipate what may be coming that could have an impact on your business, such as:
• An increase or decrease in the number of insured patients
• Higher or lower deductible insurance plans
• Improved or worsened access to care
• Increases or decreases in coverage for preventative care
• Increases or decreases in coverage for prescription drugs
Model how changes could impact your organization and key stakeholders:
• Shift in the payer mix of the populations you serve
• Decreased funds and/or per capita limits for Medicaid, especially in states that
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expanded Medicaid under the ACA
• Bad debt and uncompensated care expenses have been on
the rise due to high-deductible plans
• Volume decreases in 911 services if more preventative care is

Medicare fee schedule: Temporary Medicare ambulance fee
increases expire at the end of the year. Will these finally be made
permanent or will they approve another long-term extension?

covered.
Prepare action plans for the different potential outcomes based
on the modeling.

Consumers have choices and are getting
more involved in how they choose, access,
and pay for health care.

2. REIMBURSEMENT POLICY CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Changes in reimbursement policies and participation in programs

Supplier vs. provider: There are ongoing efforts to shift

that piloted new reimbursement models have affected many

ambulance services from suppliers of medical transportation to

sectors of health care. As these efforts continue to evolve, they

providers of health care, which could lead to increased quality

will most likely expand to include more health care providers,

reporting, required standards of care and value-based payments.

including EMS.
Funding for alternative models: As policymakers and payors
Some of the possible reimbursement challenges and changes on

continue to emphasize increasing preventative care and

the horizon for EMS include:

decreasing hospital admissions, coverage for mobile integrated
health care and alternative transport destinations could also

Bundled payments: The proposed rule on the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid’s new episode payment models has been

expand.

delayed until Jan. 1, 2018. This will require health care providers

3. EXPANDING CONSUMER CHOICES AND DEMANDS

to understand all the costs associated with caring for patients

Consumers are demanding more education, more accurate

with certain acute conditions, as CMS will now incentivize

information, more value-based options and more transparency.

hospitals to achieve good outcomes, rather than reimburse

Increasingly high-deductible health plans are shifting health care

simply for procedures, tests and other services.

costs to patients, who are also being encouraged to take more
ownership of their medical care. This has sparked the entrance

Risk-based models: Providers working with public and private

into the market of non-hospital innovators who offer attractive

payers can expect to face either lower fee-for-service rates

alternatives at lower prices.

or more demands to take risk, such as agreeing to care for a
designated population for a set payment. EMS leaders need to

Consumers also have instant access to information and quality

seek partners who can help them increase efficiencies and avoid

data on health care providers, and direct access to new online

taking on risks that are outside of their control.

marketplaces connecting them directly to out-of-market
providers. Online market places cover the gamut of services,
such as Honor for home health services, Amwell for on-demand

EMS leaders need to seek partners who
can help them increase efficiencies and
avoid taking on risks that are outside of
their control.

telemedicine via video or phone and MediBid for high-end
surgeries where providers can bid for care.
Consumers have choices and are getting more involved in how
they choose, access, and pay for health care. For EMS providers
we must be preparing for this by anticipating the following:

Quality reporting: Organizations will need to be particularly
careful to ensure they work closely with their electronic health

• Public reporting of charges for our services. Conducting

record vendors, as the reliability and reporting can make the

an analysis of charges to ensure they are reasonable and

difference between penalty and bonus payments in some of the

defensible will be critical.

new reimbursement models.
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• Consumer expectations for on-demand convenient services.

5. CHANGES IN THE COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Mobile integrated health care and community paramedicine

Health care providers traditionally adopted a competitor-centric

programs could play a huge role in addressing this need.

strategy. They monitored their closest competitor’s performance,

• An increasingly patient-centered approach to providing health
care-related services. EMS needs to continue to find ways to

analyzed their market share to gauge financial performance and
tried to ensure stewardship of community assets.

engage patients in decisions about their care.
• An evolving focus on preventative care, which could force

In the new era of health care this shift in strategy is rapidly

EMS agencies that primarily respond to 911 calls to look at

moving toward a customer-centric model. Health care providers

expanding their value-added services.

now focus on providing maximum consumer value, gaining

• The need to seek feedback and measure patient engagement

lifetime loyalty and improving quality. How EMS systems expand

and satisfaction. CMS has required hospitals to evaluate the

services beyond emergency care will shape the competitive

patient experience as part of tying reimbursement to the IHI

landscape.

Triple Aim.
Health care systems will be looking to partner with organizations
that bring value-added services that improve quality and reduce

Health care systems will be looking to
partner with organizations that bring
value-added services that improve quality
and reduce costs.

costs. The focus will be on preventative care and in-home
services. This provides convenience to the consumer as well as
low-cost care. Expect this shift to continue to evolve with the
next era of health care reform.
Thinking about all the possible changes that could occur

4. ABILITY TO ADMINISTER CRITICAL MEDICATIONS

with health care and how we deliver services can be very

Administering medications in the prehospital environment

overwhelming. As leaders, if we stay focused on continually

can sometimes mean the difference between life and death

improving quality, looking for ways to be more efficient and

for a patient, but some regulatory changes have threatened

innovating and adding value, we will be able to respond and

the ability of EMS providers to do so without direct, real-time

adapt to whatever changes come our way.

physician oversight. This past year, multiple industry stakeholders
have conducted extensive lobbying efforts to ensure EMS can
continue to deliver necessary medications in a timely manner.
On Jan. 9, 2017, the House of Representatives unanimously
passed the Protecting Patient Access to Emergency Medications
Act (H.R. 304). This vital legislation addresses several critical
issues for EMS by:
• Statutorily preserving the ability of EMS agencies to utilize
standing orders to govern the administration of life-saving
medicines and
• Providing a clear framework to enable the Drug Enforcement
Administration to oversee EMS in a consistent manner across
the nation and clarify rules to allow for effective patient care
but also prevent diversion of controlled substances.
In order to become law, the Senate still must pass this legislation.
EMS leaders should actively be communicating with your state’s
congressional delegation on the critical importance of this bill.
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GIVE EMS COMPLIANCE TRAINING THE RESPECT IT DESERVES
It’s time for EMS leaders and educators to take compliance training as seriously
as clinical training – caregivers’ careers and patients’ lives depend on it
It seems like you can’t go a day lately without seeing a report
or article related to compliance issues in health care.

the statutes, guidelines, regulations and laws governing the industry are complex and
seem endless. There are rules for privacy, signatures, legibility, localities, physician
certification statements, coding, billing – the list goes on and on.
While ambulance services represent just a very small segment of a much larger industry,
we are not immune from vigilant governmental monitoring and – with a growing
frequency – persecution.
BY ANTHONY MINGE, EDD

Among others, CMS, HHS, the OIG, FBI, and the DOJ are keeping a watchful eye on
almost everything we do. It’s a virtual alphabet soup of compliance cops! If you haven’t
heard about someone who has had a compliance violation, or perhaps even experienced
one in your own service, you have probably been out of the country for at least the past
decade.
While it’s easy to see these folks targeting the big agencies, it has become common
knowledge that no one, from the smallest ambulance services to the biggest
metropolitan EMS agencies, gets a free pass. I’m reminded of a song by legendary
country singer Waylon Jennings, and to paraphrase it, “Don’t you think this compliance
bit’s done got outta hand?”
It is certainly not a stretch to find something to gripe, moan and complain about with all
these rules and regulations we are required to keep abreast of. In addition to adhering
to regulations, we are required to monitor a wide variety of documentation, regularly
check and update policies and procedures, and provide training for our staff.
Everyone knows that compliance training day is a much-anticipated event in every EMS
organization – I wish I had a nickel for every snide remark or eye-roll when the topic of
compliance training comes up. Even supervisors, directors, chiefs, CEOs and boards of
directors often question the need for it – but I can assure you they’re wrong.
As an industry, we have become well accustomed to annual clinical training. We are
required to attend regular educational sessions and skill labs to demonstrate proficiency,
and maintain certifications and licenses. It’s not even a stretch to say that some people
actually, believe it or not, look forward to honing their talents or learning something new.
And why not?
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It’s easy to see the value of learning a new clinical therapy or

Finally, it can help protect the caregiver’s license. Regulators

procedure, or practicing one you infrequently perform. The

have increased reprimands, personal fines, suspensions and

connection between this training and safe treatment and

revocations of individuals’ licenses in response to violations.

transport of patients is clear to see.

NO TOLERANCE FOR IGNORING EMS RULES AND REGULATIONS
EMS is a proud and noble profession. A commitment to

At the end of the day, it’s all about
return on investment

delivering frequent and relevant clinical training is common in
most ambulance services. Tolerance for caregivers with poor
clinical skills who deliver subpar patient care is low – the same
should be true for non-compliance with any of the rules and

Compliance training, on the other hand, just doesn’t get the

regulations governing any aspect of treatment, transport,

same respect. Some agencies have gotten smart about tucking

documentation and billing.

required HIPAA training into other regular meetings. It’s like
hiding peas in a chicken pot pie. Maybe they won’t notice if we
put good stuff all around it.

COMPLIANCE TRAINING ROI
At the end of the day, it’s all about return on investment. Time
and money are required to attend compliance training and

The EMS profession should approach
compliance training with the same level
of intensity that has been given to that of
clinical education.

employees or managers want to know what they get out of it.
Will it help patients? Will it save money? Will it increase revenue?

No one mocks or pokes fun at the need for ongoing clinical
training, and it is time for compliance training to get the

The answer to each of these questions is, yes. Far too often,

same level of respect. The EMS profession should approach

educators introduce compliance training by saying, “I don’t like

compliance training with the same level of intensity that has been

it any better than you, but it is something we have to do.” If

given to that of clinical education. It is doubtful there will ever be

they don’t actually speak those words, they make it clear with

three cheers for compliance training, but maybe a small round of

their body language or by trying to rush through the training as

applause is due for the hard work of staying on the right track.

quickly as possible to check the box.
That is the wrong attitude. Compliance training is required
because it protects our patients, our services and ourselves. But
only if we take it seriously.
High-quality documentation that is honest, accurate and
complete can help inform other health care providers so the
patient receives the right ongoing treatment after the transport
is complete.
Compliant patient care reports also ensure proper billing for
services, which benefits both the patient and the agency. Billing
errors stemming from non-compliant practices, even when
unintentional, result in millions of Medicare and Medicaid dollars
being processed inappropriately – which is fraud. Compliance
training helps prevent mistakes that can result in monetary
penalties and other unpleasant events, including prepayment
review or exclusion from federal health care programs.
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BLIND SPOTS: DISTRACTED DRIVING IN EMS
If the EMS profession truly wants to prioritize safety, we must address
distracted driving and all the ways we currently make it worse
Motor vehicle collisions continue to pose a significant
risk to EMS providers and our patients. Some agencies
have responded to this risk by addressing factors that can
contribute to aggressive driving. But we must also avoid
neglecting the impact of distracted driving.

According to a recent report, distracted driving led to 3,477 deaths and an estimated
additional 391,000 injuries in the United States in 20151. While it’s unclear to what extent
distracted driving contributes to EMS injuries and fatalities, it’s likely that we are at even
BY TODD SHERIDAN

greater risk for distracted driving than the average driver. Here’s five reasons why:

1. WE’RE DISTRACTED AT BASELINE
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) identifies a list of common
distractions, both internal and external, that affect driving.1 Cell phones play a significant
role as an avoidable distraction, but they are hardly the sole cause of distracted driving.
Anything that takes the driver’s eyes, hands or mind off the task of driving is a
distraction. Distractions often arise when a driver attempts to multi-task behind the
wheel. But research shows that human beings don’t multi-task very well. Instead, what
we do is better described as task-switching – shifting our attention from one task to
another.2
In addition to the distractions faced by ordinary drivers, EMS providers face additional
external and internal distractions. Operating emergency lights, sirens, radios and
navigation aids all take away attention from driving. We may be able to mitigate the
effects of this task-switching with good cab ergonomics, and by delegating these tasks
to a partner in the passenger seat when possible.
Maintaining disciplined and professional radio traffic also reduces distractions to drivers.
Finally, it’s important for EMS providers to avoid unnecessary task-switching behind the
wheel in the form of food, drinks or phones. Leadership can support this behavior with
staffing and deployment models that give providers a chance to get out of the vehicle
for their meals.
Internal distractions are thoughts or emotions that take cognitive bandwidth away from
the task of driving. At baseline, the EMS community suffers from dangerous levels of
chronic stress, to say nothing of the acute stress that can arise in the course of a shift.3
Agencies that support defusing, stress debriefing and access to employee assistance
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programs may help to mitigate the effect of these internal

task, yet as a profession, we do not regularly evaluate continued

distractions.

competency in this skill.

2. WE OVERESTIMATE OUR ABILITIES

National standards for certification and recertification focus

In 1999, Cornell researchers published a study on college

primarily on clinical skills, leaving it to training centers, certifying

students’ ability to accurately assess their skills in a variety of

bodies and individual EMS agencies to determine how or even

domains. They found that the less skilled the student was, the

whether to measure competency in driving.

more they overestimated their

skill.4

Dubbed the Dunning-

Kruger effect, this cognitive bias has been demonstrated in

Setting standards for driving performance, and regularly

multiple subsequent studies.

training and testing providers to these standards, may serve
to counteract the complacency that can lead to inappropriate
attempts to multitask behind the wheel. This training is also an

They found that the less skilled the
student was, the more they overestimated
their skill.
Other studies have also demonstrated unconscious biases that
impede accurate self-assessment of driving ability, including
the concept of illusory superiority.5 The legendary stand-up

opportunity to prepare your workforce with techniques to reduce
distractions while driving.

A lack of clear driving standards makes it difficult
to hold individuals accountable.

comedian George Carlin described this cognitive bias at work
behind the wheel: “Have you ever noticed that anybody driving

4. WE DON’T GIVE GOOD FEEDBACK

slower than you is an idiot, and anyone going faster than you is a

Real-time driver feedback systems that measure speed and

maniac?”6

gravitational forces can help to reduce overly aggressive driving.
However, they don’t always capture other indicators of distracted

It’s very difficult to outsmart an unconscious cognitive bias, but

driving, such as unintentional lane departure.

we can compensate for it by seeking out more objective sources
of feedback. Distracted driver simulations, available online, can

For distractions stemming from cell phone usage, often the best

provide valuable insight into how using a cell phone degrades

indicator is observation of the driver behind the wheel.7 Some

our ability to pay attention and our reaction time.

driver feedback systems include video recording within the
cab. This may deter cell phone usage, but may also be received
poorly by employees who perceive the cameras as a violation
of their privacy. Video recording also doesn’t provide real-time

National standards for certification and
recertification focus primarily on clinical skills,
leaving it to training centers, certifying bodies
and individual EMS agencies to determine how or
even whether to measure competency in driving.

feedback to drivers and enable them to correct a dangerous
situation. Feedback that enables the driver to make immediate
corrections is more valuable in preventing a collision.
Some feedback comes in the form of reports or complaints
from crewmembers, patients or other agencies, such as law
enforcement. Careful evaluation of this feedback is crucial to

Finally, it’s important to acknowledge that limited insight into

crewmember safety. In some cases, driver feedback systems can

one’s own driving skills is not a moral failing – it’s just how human

help to either validate this feedback or exonerate drivers who

brains are wired.

were operating appropriately.

3. WE DON’T ADEQUATELY TRAIN OR TEST FOR DRIVING SKILLS

5. WE DON’T SPEAK UP

As EMS leaders, we regularly train and test our providers’

All of the above factors can stifle discussion about the potential

competency in performing CPR, regardless of their experience or

impact of distracted driving on our safety. High baseline levels

expertise. Operating an emergency vehicle is a far more complex

of distraction can lead to acceptance of distracted driving as
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the status quo. Unrecognized cognitive biases can make drivers
defensive about their performance. A lack of clear driving
standards makes it difficult to hold individuals accountable. And
the scarcity of feedback that captures distracted driving behavior
makes it difficult to pinpoint where changes need to occur.
Fortunately, strategies exist to help us communicate. Just Culture
can help agencies create an environment where it is safe for
providers to identify sources of human error, and where at-risk
or reckless behavior is managed appropriately.8 Crew Resource
Management training can improve providers’ skills in situational
awareness and communication, equipping them to identify and
intervene when distracted driving poses a risk.9
The habits and assumptions that set the stage for distracted
driving are baked into our culture as a profession, but they do
not have to be our destiny. Individual providers can influence
the culture of an agency, and agencies can drive change that
influences practice beyond their response area. Cultural change
is not easy, but it is a life-saving intervention that belongs in our
scope of practice.
This article was written with the assistance of Meg Chandler,
MSN, RN, ACNP-BC, NRP.
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9 STEPS TO FOSTERING EMS COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Being a reliable and engaged community partner takes your EMS organization to lead
agency status and makes you the authority when it comes to community health care
Every EMS service has many opportunities to build and
maintain community support. Providing top-notch patient
care is a priority, but public education and outreach pay big
dividends, too.

The demand for up-to-date, timely health and safety information is greater than ever
before. Establishing your organization as a health and safety authority in the community
is an effective method of demonstrating value and commitment to the people you serve.
Your organization will also become a respected household name, and your community’s
BY THOMAS L. LITTLE

leaders will be there when you need them.
Here are nine ways to become a community health leader:

1. ADVERTISE A SEASONAL SAFETY MESSAGE
Purchase monthly ad space from your local news media, but don’t advertise your
organization. Instead, identify a seasonal safety message to promote in the community.
For example, provide education on pool safety and drowning prevention in the spring
and discuss fireworks safety leading up to July 4.
Late summer outreach might focus on child safety as the school year begins. The impact
of extreme temperatures on the young and elderly, motorcycle safety and carbon
monoxide education are just a few examples of potential topics.
Schedule quarterly meetings with the editorial boards of the local newspapers, television
news directors and public affairs departments to share ideas and to collaborate on safety
education.

2. BE PRESENT WITH OTHER PUBLIC SAFETY ORGANIZATIONS
When a major community emergency event occurs, be present with other public safety
organizations, and be prepared to tell the media how you rendered care or how the
community can prepare for or respond to an event. Without violating principals of
HIPAA, you can focus on your organization’s preparedness, response and delivery of
care, including transports. Focus on coordination with police, fire and other partners
in the community. Members of your community want to know that organizations are
working together efficiently and effectively on their behalf.

3. BE THE LEAD AGENCY IN EDUCATING COMMUNITY LEADERS
Community leaders depend on industry professionals to advise them. Be the lead
agency in providing them information regarding EMS topics. Make sure to also be an
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authority on preparedness and public health issues. Don’t try to

exercises. Find common opportunities to train together and

compete with other agencies to be the expert in areas that they

share expertise. For example, EMS can teach CPR to other local

oversee, but make sure you can show your organization’s depth

agencies, while local police can instruct your workforce in crime

of expertise and awareness of every issue that is relevant to

scene management or active shooter response.

EMS, from disaster response to the impact of social services on
community health.

8. INVOLVE EMS SENIOR LEADERSHIP IN COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATIONS
Your organization’s senior leadership should be involved in local

Visit state and federal elected officials,
and offer to be a resource on EMS and
other health preparedness issues that they
may be confronting.

community organizations as active members or officers, including
chambers of commerce, civic organizations and local community
coalitions. Networking with powerful community leaders in these
groups can prove invaluable.

4. PROVIDE REGULAR COMMUNITY EMS STATUS REPORTS

9. USE EVERY ENCOUNTER AS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

Issue regular status updates to the community, including

Finally, remember that each encounter with patients, their

quarterly reports to any regulatory boards or local elected

families, bystanders or even kids at the corner lemonade stand

officials, even if they do not provide direct oversight to your

present opportunities for community outreach. Convey your

organization. Report on all service categories, call statistics and

caring and by approaching each situation, whether during an

your financial status. This information may come in handy if

emergency call or during a stop at the local diner for lunch,

you must ask for (or defend) a rate increase or make a subsidy

as a chance to listen and learn, as well as to educate when

request.

appropriate.

5. BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH STATE AND FEDERAL ELECTED
OFFICIALS
Visit state and federal elected officials, and offer to be a resource
on EMS and other health preparedness issues that they may be

Ideas for community involvement are
limited only by the imaginations of you
and your colleagues.

confronting. Make sure they are educated on the topic, even
when you’re not lobbying on a particular subject.

More ideas for community involvement and partnerships include:

6. BRIEF NEWLY ELECTED OFFICIALS

• Launch an EMS Explorer program for teens interested in EMS.

When a newly elected official takes office, schedule a meeting at

• Host a breakfast with a local merchant association.

your facility. Brief him or her on how your organization operates

• Host an EMS day at a local soup kitchen or food pantry.

in the community; and provide a tour of your shop, offices

• Select several patients for a home for the holidays encounter.

and communications center so they can see your investment.

• Conduct regular community CPR training events.

Describe how a call works so they can understand your

• Partner with local hospitals or businesses to inspect and/or

challenges. Also, provide information about your organization’s

distribute child safety seats.

community outreach activities
Ideas for community involvement are limited only by the

7. OFFER EMS SERVICES FOR TRAINING EVENTS

imaginations of you and your colleagues. The more you engage

Meet with the various public safety chiefs, and offer your EMS

with the public and community leaders, the greater their

support at no charge for training events or emergency standby

awareness of the critical role your organization plays in their lives.

events occurring in the community. Provide EMS services on site
in case of injury or illness during fire-ground training or police
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EMS AND EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE SOLUTIONS
Challenging ALS and BLS standards of emergency medicine to improve
patient outcomes and satisfaction
The term “evidence-based practice” has been used in EMS for
more than a decade. The reality is, as a profession, we fail to
understand what implementing an evidence-based practice
actually means.

One of the most influential thinkers on the subject, the late physician David Sackett,
defined evidence-based medicine as “the conscientious, explicit and judicious use of
current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients. The
practice of evidence-based medicine means integrating individual clinical expertise
BY GUILLERMO FUENTES, MBA

with the best available external clinical evidence from systematic research”.1 Using this
definition, let’s take a look at the current state of the EMS profession and see how we
measure up.
One of the central tenets of EMS dogma – that advanced care is better than basic care
– is under assault. The scientific literature is no longer supporting the concept that more
care is always better. More and more research is indicating that BLS care leads to similar
or better patient outcomes as ALS care.
In 2005, two Canadian researchers performed a literature review and summarized the
results of 21 studies comparing the effectiveness of BLS and ALS care in trauma, cardiac
arrest, myocardial infarction and altered mental status. They concluded that in the
limited available research, ALS showed little benefit.2
Since 2005, several other studies have supported the suggestion that ALS interventions
provide limited benefits, especially in time-critical settings, such as trauma and cardiac
arrest. This evidence does not mean that paramedics shouldn’t respond to emergencies
or that all ALS care is worthless, but it should cause us to question whether EMS has
adopted the principles of evidence-based practice.

CHALLENGING EMS TENETS
So more treatments and interventions aren’t always better than fewer; but surely faster
responses must be better than slower. Yet the evidence hardly supports that central
tenet of EMS either, even for trauma and cardiac arrest.
In 2002, Blackwell published his first study on response time and cardiac arrest
outcomes; he concluded that a faster response time improves outcomes if that time is
under five minutes, when measured from onset of arrest to the arrival of help.3 Once
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that time exceeded five minutes, outcomes did not appear to be
impacted by response

time.4,5

Our profession did what many industries do when confronted
with challenges that would be difficult to overcome – we ignored
them. Many other researchers, including Pons and Weiss, found

Our profession did what many industries do when
confronted with challenges that would be difficult
to overcome – we ignored them.

little evidence that response time impacted clinical outcomes.4,5

NO FORMULA FOR SUCCESS
So if faster EMS and more ALS aren’t supported by research,
what is? What would evidence-based practice in EMS look like?
The evidence does not support any one given model; it does not
give us a formula for success.
What it does do is allow for EMS leaders to think differently
about the problem. What if instead of being prescriptive in
response times and levels of care, we designed systems based
on clinical outcomes and truly embraced the balance between
clinical capacity, research and patient desire.
One of the first attempts of this approach is the RFP for
EMS services recently released by Multnomah County, Ore.
The Multnomah County RFP has performance measures and
requirements for response times and ALS service, but the
penalties for non-compliance are tempered if the contractor
meets the clinical outcomes required.
This is a step toward evidence-based practice; it may also signal
a new era for EMS when the indicators of excellent service are
not provider certification levels and response and transport
times, but instead are patient outcomes and patient satisfaction.

1. Sackett DL, Rosenberg WM, Gray JM, Haynes RB, Richardson WS. Evidence based
medicine. BMJ: British Medical Journal. 1996 Jul 20;313(7050):170.
2. Isenberg DL, Bissell R. Does advanced life support provide benefits to patients?: A
literature review. Prehospital and disaster medicine. 2005 Aug;20(4):265-70.
3. Blackwell TH, Kaufman JS. Response time effectiveness: comparison of response time and
survival in an urban emergency medical services system. Academic Emergency Medicine.
2002 Apr 1;9(4):288-95.

4. Pons PT, Markovchick VJ. Eight minutes or less: does the ambulance response time
guideline impact trauma patient outcome? The Journal of emergency medicine. 2002 Jul
31;23(1):43-8.
5. Weiss S, Fullerton L, Oglesbee S, Duerden B, Froman P. Does ambulance response time
influence patient condition among patients with specific medical and trauma emergencies?
Southern medical journal. 2013 Mar;106(3):230-5.
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EMS BUDGET PLANNING PRIMER FOR NEW PARAMEDIC CHIEFS
Climbing the ranks of EMS often fails to prepare new chiefs to discuss financial
issues with local elected and appointed officials
Local government budget processes may seem daunting at
first, especially for new leaders whose focus has just recently
shifted from EMS operations and patient care.
Whether you recently took over as chief or just started your EMS career, learning more
about local budget processes is critical to being an advocate for EMS in your community
and advancing your career. These three simple steps will help you get started.

1. TRACK TRENDS THROUGH BUDGET DOCUMENTS
Cities, counties and fire/EMS districts develop annual budget documents. A budget
BY DIANNE WRIGHT

book will range from a few pages for a small fire/EMS district to a comprehensive
document that covers all services and agencies in a large city or county.
As a starting point, review the glossary of terms used throughout the budgeting process.
Then read the budget book narrative, which will identify area economic trends, service
challenges and changes, and may include performance information by agency. Doing this
will provide you with an understanding of how your agency fits into the larger picture
and how its funding compares to budgets for other services provided in the community.
Don’t just read the most recent budget; a review of the last several years will serve you
well. You will impress the chief financial officer and other officials if you have identified
and understand major revenue and expenditure trends during the last three years.
For example, it is instructive to discover:
• Which costs have increased (most typically salaries and benefits, including health
insurance),
• Which have decreased (for example, per gallon fuel costs),
• And by how much.
Other key financial indicators important to be familiar with include:
• Has revenue from patient transports increased or decreased?
• Is there a clue as to why, perhaps, in the discussion of community economic trends or
in your internal data?
• Has the number of transports changed, or maybe the payer mix or collection rate?
A second, more detailed document you may wish to review is the local government’s
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report or CAFR, which includes audited financial
statements for the entire governmental entity. CAFRs are published five to six
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months after the end of the prior fiscal year to allow time for
independent auditors to complete their analyses.

You will impress the chief financial officer and
other officials if you have identified
and understand major revenue and expenditure
trends during the last three years.

If your agency is funded primarily from
the general fund, then it competes in each
budget cycle with all of the other local
government services.

Fees for services – These revenues include transport fees,
membership fees, treat and no transport fees;, and for fire

Along with numerous financial reports, the CAFR will also
provide a narrative about significant changes or findings
regarding financial governance and include management’s plan
to address them. These can be important clues to the overall
financial health of the governmental entity.

2. UNDERSTAND HOW YOUR FIRE/EMS AGENCY IS FUNDED
Your review of the budget book may tell you something about
your agency’s primary funding source – but knowing how to
describe those sources in terms the CFO will understand is
critical. Revenues that fund local government EMS organizations,
including fire departments, are typically a mix of those described
below.
Dedicated funding sources – This is a taxing source dedicated
and restricted for use by your agency. The agency’s official title
will typically include the words “special district” or “tax district.”
The method of calculating the revenues can vary, but the key
is that the agency’s revenues and expenditures are segregated
and accounted for separately from those of other city or county

departments, this may also include fire plan reviews or fire
inspection fees. Fees of this type are identified and reported
as separate line items. In some public fire and EMS services,
the revenues collected go into the city or county’s general
fund and are not directly available for use by the agency. Other
departments have special revenue funds, which allow the agency
to collect those fees directly but mean any late or uncollected
fees may present cash flow problems for the department.
Agencies also receive grant funding for specific purposes and
often utilize bonds, lease financing or tax increment financing for
large one-time purchases, such as buildings, vehicle purchases
or major infrastructure improvements. These revenues are not
considered part of an agency’s day-to-day operating dollars.
The most common funding scheme for EMS and fire-based EMS
agencies is a mix of revenue from billing for ambulance transport
supplemented by appropriations from the government general
fund. The supplement is needed when expenditures exceed the
service fee revenues and the general fund is frequently used to
balance the budget.

agencies.
General fund – A local government general fund is comprised
of a number of revenue sources including property taxes, sales
taxes, state shared revenues, and fees for various services. The
general fund supports a broad number of departments that

The most common funding scheme for EMS and
fire-based EMS agencies is a mix of revenue from
billing for ambulance transport supplemented by
appropriations from the government general fund.

may include police, fire, finance, animal services, jails, social
services, roads, public works and many others. If your agency
is funded primarily from the general fund, then it competes
in each budget cycle with all of the other local government
services. Expenditures are likely reported for your agency, but
for fire-based EMS, the expenditures specific to EMS may not
be segregated from expenditures strictly for fire-service related
expenditures. This is particularly true for cross-trained fire/EMS
personnel expenditures.

Depending on the primary funding sources, your agency will be
organized in financial reports as:
A special revenue fund – special districts with dedicated,
restricted revenues,
A department of the general fund – a mix of service fees
supplemented by the general fund to maintain a balanced
budget, or
An enterprise fund – a business-like agency that anticipates
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sufficient service fee revenues to cover all expenses and maintain
a reasonable cash flow balance.
Special revenue funds and enterprise funds operate much like
your personal bank account in that any excess revenues, after all
expenses are paid, will remain in that agency’s account. Agencies
in the general fund do not automatically retain any unspent
budgeted funds.

3. KNOW WHICH SERVICES YOU PAY FOR AND WHICH YOU DON’T
Your EMS agency may or may not be charged directly for
administrative services provided by the larger governmental
entity. Charges are typically from other municipal departments,
such as information technology, finance, human resources or
legal counsel.
While the EMS agency may fund specific positions for some of
these services, an in-depth review may reveal that the city or
county entity provides additional services, such as:
• Hiring,
• Retirement services,
• Legal review,
• Payroll,
• Health insurance plan administration,
• Vendor payments,
• Labor negotiations,
• Accounting/audit services,
• 911 dispatch,
• Governance via an elected body, and
• A number of other administrative functions required for the
operation of an organization.
Understanding what costs are allocated to your EMS agency is
important in determining the total cost of EMS.
By taking the time to understand your city or county’s budget
processes and reviewing budget documents to identify trends
and challenges, you can better understand your own agency’s
financial status within the context of the broader municipal
government. You’ll also be better equipped to discuss your
agency’s finances with local officials and answer their questions
during the next budget cycle.
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THE VALUE OF CE AND AN ADVANCED DEGREE FOR EMS LEADERS
Higher education can help EMS providers tackle the five biggest challenges facing
emergency services today
As leaders, we both desire and have an obligation to leave
our organizations and people better off than when we started
in our roles. But clearly not all leaders succeed at achieving
this goal, despite best efforts.

One reason some struggle is because the myriad of internal and external pressures that
they face cannot be navigated sufficiently through technical expertise or experience
alone.

BY STEVEN KNIGHT, PHD

In his article “5 Wicked Issues We Can No Longer Ignore,” Mark Light, executive director
of the International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC), defined five problems facing
emergency services today:
1. Cost efficiency
2. Data
3. Deployment and staffing
4. Culture, and
5. Political acumen
With varying degrees between agencies and provider groups, I think we can agree that,
as an industry, many of these wicked problems exist in our organizations. One strategy
that will assist in successfully navigating these issues is an organizational and personal
commitment to higher education.
Technical or on-the-job training can provide sufficient competence to understand
deployment and staffing, cost efficiency and potentially data management. However,
to be a leader in most agencies, higher education and an advanced degree may best
prepare you for the more subjective or variable types of wicked problems, such as
political acumen.
Additionally, areas such as cost efficiency, data analysis and communication of the results,
as well as evaluation of organizational culture, may be served more comprehensively
through the lenses and understanding obtained through obtaining a graduate degree.

ADVANCED DEGREES PROVIDE IMPORTANT SKILL SETS FOR EMS LEADERS
My experience in higher education was that the associate’s and bachelor’s degree levels
were more oriented to learning and understanding facts.
A graduate degree, on the other hand, focuses more on how to think rather than what to
know.
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Masters and doctorate level education provides skillsets to help

education as similar to starting early with a 401k retirement

leaders effectively make, frame and communicate decisions

plan.1

while navigating the political environment they are facing.
From this perspective, leaders tackling the wicked problems

Rather than waiting late in a career to invest in education,

described above would benefit from higher education beyond

starting early creates a compounding benefit as education and

the bachelor’s level.

experience build on each other over time.

First, conducting a comprehensive data analysis and then

As a lifelong member of the fire service, I saw this in action when

interpreting the data in a useful way are two separate skillsets.

fellow firefighters suddenly blossomed into thought leaders in
the department and began moving up the organizational ladder.

For example, the knowhow to process data and produce outputs

Did these leaders have previously latent talents that instantly

could be accomplished through technical education or on-

appeared? Or did the firefighters outpace the competition,

the-job training; but understanding confounders, controlling

who invested much less in their continuous improvement and

for other variables and knowing the limitations of the analysis

education?

enough to make an unbiased interpretation requires more
education and abilities, often best acquired in a master’s

In other words, if you invest eight percent per year in continuous

program.

improvement and education, and a colleague invests two
percent in continuous improvement and education, then at some

There’s a lot of cynicism in our profession about statistics – the

future date, your investment will begin to exponentially distance

phrase, “statistics don’t lie but liars use statistics” gets thrown

yourself from competitors – in your ability to move up the ranks,

around – and that cynicism is justified when statistics are used by

if that’s your goal, and also in your job performance and service

people who don’t have a full comprehension of what they mean.

to your community.

Technical training may allow you to produce charts and tables,
but properly evaluating the results to take into account potential

Leaders in EMS should not only pursue education, they should

biases and local political nuances requires education and

also encourage it among their peers and subordinates.

experience beyond the technical level.
During my time as a firefighter, officer and chief, I had peers
and supervisors who supported my studies, even if they did

Leaders in EMS should not only pursue education,
they should also encourage it among their peers
and subordinates.

not pursue higher education – they did not feel threatened,
and instead understood how important it was to me personally,
and to the future of our department and the fire and EMS
professions.

Second, political acumen may be more important than

For strategic leaders in organizations, there is considerable

understanding the raw data for successfully leading into the

evidence to support the benefit of graduate-level education to

future. A complete grasp of the political and environmental

better prepare for the dynamic political, economic, fiscal and

dynamics is important to appropriately navigate the landscape

operational environments.

and proceed down a path of continuous improvement.
We now accept that putting a small part of our paycheck into our
A quality graduate degree program introduces students

retirement accounts from day one is a good idea – shouldn’t we

to contemplating political and environmental factors, and

feel the same way about our education?

developing plans that take these factors into account.

ENCOURAGE LIFELONG LEARNING IN PEERS AND SUBORDINATES
John Kotter, a Harvard Business School professor and author,
suggested viewing an investment in continuing and higher

1. Kotter, JP. 1996. “Leading Change” Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Press
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